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A BSTR A C T
Let M  be a manifold modeled on a Banach space B , and let U be an open subset of 
M  containing the domain of some chart <p. The aim of this work is to set mathem at­
ical foundations (topological, algebraic geometrical) for the theory of pseudosemi­
groups of local transformations S  on M  and their infinitesimal generators L r (S, U). 
In the first part of this dissertation we define the topology of local uniform conver­
gence, the most suitable in this case, similar to the compact open topology in the 
finite dimensional case, and show what relationship it has with different topologies. 
In the second par we show that Lr(S, U) form a  cone in the tangent space T M , 
and derive an explicit form of the exponential mapping of a  Lipschitz infinitesimal 
generator, which turn out to be a duality form. In the last section we generalize 
the Trotter Product Formula to this case: ^ exp( £ X )  o exp( -> exp t ( X  +-Y)
locally uniformly on U and for all t € [0, J], for some J  € R, where X  and Y  are 
Lipschitz vector fields. This useful theorem lead us to the solution of a class of 
Lipschitz regulated partial differential equation.
iv
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IN T R O D U C T IO N
The elegant methods of Lie theory have become widely used in many areas 
of sciences (nuclear physics, classical mechanics, optimal control theory, proba­
bility,etc.) This popularity of Lie theory is due to its powerful machinery that 
transforms nonlinear problems in the Lie group context into linear ones in the Lie 
algebra (which has a vector space structure, where all the tools of linear algebra 
can be used).
Given a family S  of differentiable dynamical systems in Rn (or in a manifold 
M ), if L(5), the Lie algebra generated by the corresponding set X  of vector fields, 
has finite dimension and each vector field is complete, then the theorem of L ie  
and P a l a is  asserts that the Lie group G(S) generated by 5  is a finite-dimensional 
Lie group (thus the dynamical system can be completely described). But in many 
applications these conditions are not satisfied.
As a first example, in control theory the generalized flow T  generated by a set 
X  of vector fields can be followed only in one direction (the positive time direction). 
This restriction on the reversibility of the system S  give rise to an asymmetry of 
the vector fields X  in X . Thus the need arises to study smaller objects than whole 
Lie algebras L(S), namely a special class of closed convex cones of vector fields W 
(Lie wedges) . The corresponding objects in the Lie group are the Lie semigroups. 
This is one important motivation for studying Lie semigroups and their tangent 
wedges.
1
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2The first comprehensive treatment of the preceding structures has been given 
by J. H i l g e r t ,  K. H. H o f m a n n ,  and J. D. L a w s o n  in their monograph [h h l] .
As a second example, in the same setting if the vector fields are not as­
sumed complete, then the flow is only defined locally. And for such local flows 
one obtains only a pseudosemigroup structure, not a Lie semigroup. The notions 
of pseudosemigroups of transformations (of a finite dimensional manifold) and 
their infinitesimal generators were first defined and studied by C h a r l e s  L o e w n e r  
in [L o e w ]. But he did not carefully develop the general mathematical foundations 
for those definitions.
The aim of this work is to investigate pseudosemigroups of local diffeomor- 
phisms of a manifold M  modeled on a Banach space B. This project provides a 
general mathematical setting incorporating both the modern Lie theory of semi­
groups and C h a r l e s  L o e w n e r ’s work (beginning in Section 1.3). Indeed it closely 
resembles the approach of S o p h u s  L ie  himself.
The choice of a Banach manifold is motivated by the existence of an exten­
sive theory of differential equations for these manifolds. However the technical 
difficulties are considerable. For instance, for those manifolds there are various 
different function space topologies that would be natural to use, pointwise conver­
gence topology, uniform convergence on compact sets, etc. But which one should 
be chosen? and why? Also because of dimensional considerations, closed bounded 
sets are not necessarily compact. And finally, unlike Lie semigroup theory, there
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
is not an explicit power series expression of the exponential mapping. In this work 
(§3.1) we construct useful alternative approachs to the exponential mapping. In 
the first part of the thesis we spend a great deal of time, space, and energy in 
defining and clarifying the notion of a  pseudosemigroup in the L o e w n e r  sense. In 
the second part, we tackle the notion of infinitesimal generators of a  pseudosemi­
group and the corresponding exponential mapping. Then in the third section, 
we describe a  class of differential equations whose solutions are members of the 
pseudosemigroup.
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CH APTER 1: PSEUD O SEM IG RO UPS
1 .1 . M a n if o l d s
We assume that the reader is familiar with the basic theory of topological 
spaces.
Let M  be a  connected metrizable topological space.
D efin ition  1.1.1. A chart of M  is a  triple c =  (U,<p,E), where U is an open 
subset of M , and (p is a homeomorphism of U onto an open subset of a Banach 
space E. The open set U is called the domain of the chart c. If E is of finite 
dimension n, we say the chart c has dimension n. Otherwise we set dim  c =  oo.
D efin ition  1 .1 .2 . Two charts c =  (U,<p,E) and d  — (U\<p',E) of M  are said 
to be Cr—compatible if they satisfy the following condition:
The mapping (p o tp'~X ( respectively <p' o <p~l ) from <p'(Uf) U') to <p(Up| U') 
( respectively from <p'(Uf)U') to <p'(Uf)U1)) is a Cr—mapping between open 
subsets of the Banach space E.
D efin ition 1 .1 .3 . A CT—atlas of M is a  collection A  = {ci = (Ui, <pi,E)i^i} of 
pairwise C r —compatible charts of M, such that M  Q U*e/ Two atlases A  and 
B  of M  are said to be Cr—equivalent if A \J  B is an atlas of M  • The relation of 
Cr—equivalency between Cr—atlases of M  is an equivalence relation.
4
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5D efin ition  1.1.4. The space M  is called a manifold of class C r and of type E  if 
there exists a  Cr —atlas of M  • Let c =  (U, <p, E) be a chart of M . If xo G U, c is 
called a chart at xq, and if <p(xq) = 0 , c is said centered at xq.
D efin ition  1.1.5. A mapping /  between two C r —manifolds X  and Y  is called
(i) a  C r—morphism i f : (a) /  is a  continuous map,
(b) if a chart c =  (U, <p, E ) of X  and a  chart d  = (V, 4>, F) of Y  are such that 
f(U )  C V  then the mapping 3 > o / o ip~l from <p(U) to $ (V) is a C r—mapping 
between
the Banach spaces E  and F.
(ii) a C T~diffeomorphism if /  and f ~ l are both CT—morphisms (alternately /  is 
an homeomorphism and a C T—morphism).
D efin ition  1 .1 .6 . Consider the pairs (c, h) where o e  M, h €  B, and c =  
(U, <p, B )  is a  chart at a. Two such pairs (c, h) and (c7, h') are equivalent if D ^ a)(<p'o 
<p~l )(h) =  h '. Under this equivalency a class of pair (c, h) is called tangent vector 
at a. The collection of all tangent vectors at a is denoted by Ta(M ). For a fixed c 
the mapping 9C: B  -> Ta(M) defined by h —► (c, h) is a bijection. If we transfer to 
T’a(M ), via 6C, the structure of topological vector space of f?, the resulting structure 
(which is independent of the choice of the chart c) makes T0 (M) a Banach space 
called the tangent space of M  at a.. The collection T M  =  |J o6Af is called
the tangent space of M.
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
6D efinition 1.1.7. Let P  be a CT — manifold. A fibration of P  is a  triple A =  
(P, M , tt) where 7T : P  M  is a  CT—morphism satisfying: for all m  €  M  there 
exists an open neighborhood 17 of m, a C T—manifold F, and a isomorphism <p : 
tt—1 (L7) U x F  such that n(<p~l {x,y)) =  x  for till x  G U and all y  €  F. P  is 
called the fiber space or fiber bundle. The set Pm =  ir- 1(m) is called fiber of P  at 
m, M  is called the base of P.
D efinition 1 .1 .8 . Let A =  (P, M ,tt) be a  fiber bundle. A vectorial chart of P 
is a  triple t  =  (U,tp,F) where U C M  open, F  is a  Banach space, and (p is a 
homeomorphism of n~ l (U) to U x F  such that 7r(v?_ 1 (m,/i)) =  m  for all m  E M  
and all h 6  F.
R em ark  1.1.9. The above two definitions are intended first to introduce the 
tangent bundle and its sections, and second to give a local manifold structure to 
T  M , based uniquely on the topology of M , independently of any atlas of M  •
1 .2  I n t r o d u c t io n  t o  L ie  T h e o r y .
D efinition 1 .2 .1 . A Hausdorff space G is called a  topological group if G is 
endowed with a group structure that is compatible with its topological structure, 
that is a continuous multiplication and a continuous inversion.
D efinition 1.2.2. A topological group G that has a manifold structure for which 
multiplication is differentiable is called a Lie group.
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
7D efin ition  1.2.3. A transformation Lie group is a  triple (<£, M , G) defined by:
$  : G x M  —► M , where
• G is a Lie group,
• M  is a differentiable manifold, and
• $  is a differentiable group action (flow ) of G on M, which is assumed to be 
effective ( $ (g ,x ) = x  for all x  € M  implies that g =  e ).
Given a transformation Lie group $  : G  x M  -> M , we can associate to each 
tangent vector b fv  €  TeG, where TeG is the tangent space of G at its identity 
element e, a  vector field X bf v on M  as follows: let a  : R -► G be a differentiable 
curve with a (0) =  bfv. For x  G M, define p x(t) :=  $ (a (t) ,x ) . Note tha t p x is a 
curve in M  running through x at time t =  0. Then the vector field is defined at x  
by X bfv(x) :=  p x{0). We denote by gM the set {X bf v\bfv e  TeG}.
D efinition  1.2.4. A Lie algebra g is a vector space (over a field F of nonzero 
characteristic) equipped with a Lie brackets multiplication 0  x g —> g satis­
fying
Anticommutativity : [X ,Y] = —[Y,X]
Jacobi Identity : [.X , [K, Z}] + [Y, [Z, X]] +  [Z, [X, Y]] = 0.
Every Lie group G  has an associated Lie algebra g and an exponential map
exp : g -» G.
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
We list some of the basic properties of the exponetial map exp : g ->• G for an 
arbitrary Lie group G.
1. A one-parameter group in G is a  continuous homomorphism a  : (M, + ) —> 
(G,.).
In a Lie group each one-parameter group is uniquely determined by a  member of 
0 , i.e., the one-parameter group all arise as differentiable mapping of the form:
t —» exp(tX )  : R  —► G
for some X  €  0 . Thus 0  organizes the one-parameter groups into a  Lie algebra.
2. There exist bases of neighborhoods B  of 0 in g and U of e =  e2 in G such 
that
exp |s  : B  -*U  is a diffeomorphism (with inverse ttlog“).
3. X  + Y  =  lim„_*0 0 n lo g (ex p (£ jr) .ex p (Jy ))
[X ,Y \ =  limn-voo n 2 log (exp(±X) exp(£Y ) exp(-iAT) e x p ( - ^ y ) ) .
The first of the preceding three properties allows us to identify 0  with the tangent 
space TeG of G a t the identity e by identifying X  € g with ax(0), where a(t) = 
exp(tX) is a  one-parameter group.
L i e ’s formulation of the relationship between a  Lie group and its Lie algebra is 
included in what are now called L ie ’s  F u n d a m e n t a l  T h e o r e m s  .
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
T heorem  1 . ( L ie ’s Second Fundamental Theorem).
The set o f vector fields is a Lie algebra under the usual addition and Lie product 
of vector fields. The map bfv  - 4  X b /V • TCG -4 gM is a vector space isomorphism.
Members of the Lie algebra g^j are called infinitesimal generators of the 
transformation Lie group $  : G x M  -+ M  •
T heorem  2. ( L ie ’s Third Fundamental Theorem). Given a finite dimensional Lie 
subalgebra g of V(M), the set of differentiable vector fields on M , there exists a 
local Lie group G and a local flow $  such that g is the Lie algebra of infinitesimal 
generators.
The above identification theorems makes it possible to pull back nonlinear group 
problems to linear algebra at the Lie algebra level.
Prominent examples among the finite-dimensional Lie groups are the matrix Lie 
groups. Let F =  R or F =  G  Then
• M(rc, F) is the Lie algebra of n  x n  matrices with Lie bracket product the 
commutator product [A, B] := A B  — BA.
• G L(n, F) is the corresponding group o f n x n  invertible matrices with group 
operation given by matrix multiplication and differentiable structure that 
ineherited as an open subset of Fn .
• The exponential function exp : M (n , F) - 4  GL(n, F) is given by
exp (A) = I  + A + ^ A 2 +  + ......
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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1 .3 .  C o n s t r u c t io n  o f  L o c a l  T r a n s f o r m a t io n s
D efinition 1.3.1. A (one-to-one) partial function f  : X  —k F  is a (one-to-one) 
mapping /  : A  —> F, where A  C X . A partial function f  : U M, for U open in 
a Cr-manifold M, is called regular if /  is a Cr-function for 1 <  r  and if for each 
u eU , there exists an open neighborhood Wu of u  such that f \ w : Wu -y W f(u) 
is a diffeomorphism from Wu onto the open set W f(U). In particular, f(U )  is open 
in M . The set of all regular functions U -»■ M (with full domain U) is denoted 
Reg U. The set Reg(0) consists of the empty mapping of the empty set 0 into itself. 
The composition g o f  of two regular partial functions is defined as follows. Let 
F  be the domain of /  and Z  that of g. If / (F )  fi Z  =  0, we define g o /  =  0. 
Otherwise, let W  = f ~ l (/ ( F ) fl Z)\ then we define g o f  to be the composition of 
f \w  and g\f(w) in the usual sense. Clearly go f  is a  regular partial function of W  
onto g o f(W ),  and so belongs to Reg(PF).
D efinition 1.3.2. Let X  be a topological space and Y  be a metric space. A 
sequence of partial functions [ fn : X  -*■ F  : n E N} converges uniformly to a 
partial function /  : X  —v F  on W  C X  if : (i) W  C dom /  and (ii) for all e >  0, 
there exists N  €  IN such that for all n > N, W  C dom (/„) and d (fn(x), f{x ))  < e 
for all x  E W . We say that a sequence of partial functions {/n : M  —^ M} 
on a differentiable manifold M  converges locally uniformly to a partial function 
/  : M  -*■ M  where dom (/) is open if for all x  E do m /, there exists W, an open
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
11
set containing x , and there exists a  chart a t / ( x) such that f{W )  C dom(\P) 
and { $ o / B : n S  IN} converges uniformly to o /  on W.
D efin ition  1.3.3. A family O of open connected subsets of M  is filtered if 
: for all p e  M , p € 0 \  fl <92> Ox, 0 2 €  O  then there exists O3 6  O such that 
p  g O3 c  0 \  n 02*
D efin ition  1.3.4. A function a  : [a, 6] - 4  V , where V  is a  metric space, is called a 
step function if there exists a finite partition of [o, 6] : a =  i0 <  t\ < t2... < t n = b 
such that a (t)  is constant on each interval (£»,£i+1). A function /  : [a, 6] —► V  is 
called regulated if /  is the uniform limit of a  sequence of step functions.
1.4. P s e u d o s e m ig r o u p s  
Let M  be a connected metrizable C°° manifold modeled on a  Banach space 
B. Let be an atlas of charts on M -
D efin ition  1.4.1. Let p  denote the set of all regular partial functions /  :U  —t V  
for all non-empty open sets U, V  C M . A subset S  C p  of Cr-functions is called 
a CT- pseudo semigroup of transformations if the domains of members of S  belong 
to a filtered family O of open connected subsets, such that:
(a) If /  : Oi -* O2 €  5, and g: O3 —> O4 e  S  and if 0 2 Q O3, then g 0  / :  Oi ->• 
0 4 €  S.
(b) If Oi C O2 , 0 i , 0 2 €  O, and if /  : 0 2 —> 0 3 € S  with /(O i) C V  G O  then 
f \ Ql :O x - > V e S .
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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(c) €  S.
The pseudosemigroup is a  pseudogroup if further,
(d) if /  : Oi -> O2 €  S, then f { 0 \ )  G C? and there exists g : f(O i)  -> Oi €  -S' 
such that ( /  o g) |/(0 l) =  id/(0 l) and ( 5  o / ) |Ql =  id0 l .
The pseudosemigroup is extendable:.
(e) if /  : O -*■ O f G S  and O =  U„6 NOn, and if f \o n : On V  G S, for all n  e  N, 
then f  : O - * V  G S.
D efinition 1.4.2. We say the pseudosemigroup 5  is closed in the topology of 
uniform convergence on compact sets:
(a) if /  : O -+ O f, is a  regular map, where 0 , 0 /  G O  and if a sequence of regular 
maps f n in S  converges to /  uniformly on all compact sets K  C O, then 
/  : O —► O f €  S.
We say the pseudosemigroup S  is closed in the topology of local uniform conver­
gence:
(b) if /  : O O f, is a  regular map, where O, O f G O, and if a sequence of regular 
maps f n in S  converges to /  locally uniformly, then /  : O -* Of G S.
E xam ple 1.4.3. Transformation Groups.
Let G x M  -* M  be a topological transformation group, where G is a topolog­
ical group and M  is a connected metrizable differentiable manifold, and the action 
of G on M  is effective ( i.e. gm = m  for all m 6  M  implies g =  e). Let O =  {M}, 
and identify g G G with the mapping \ g : M -> M, where Ag(m) := gm. (We note
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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that G  is isomorphic to the group {Ag : g £ G} under composition.) If each Xg is 
a  Cr -diffeomorphism, then G  may be viewed as a  C r-pseudogroup on M  which is 
actually a  group. We consider the special case that G  is a  Lie group and the action 
of G  on M  is Cr for r  >  1 . Then the Lie algebra g of G is a Banach Lie algebra 
and there exists a small open set W  around 0 in g such that exp | w  • W -* exp W  
is a  diffeomorphism whose inverse is a  chart at e G G. Let m Q £ M  and let ip be a  
chart a t mo- Choose Wi open in g with 0 € W \ C W  and V  open containing mo 
such tha t exp(Wi)(V) C dom<p. Since the map
(X, (p(expX(m )) : W\ x <p(V) -4 B.
is Cr for r  >  1 , it is locally Lipschitz (i.e. There exists K  > 0 and Vi open such 
that ||y j(expX (m i)) —¥?(expX(m 2 ))|| <  K\\<p(nii)—F i(m 2 )(| forallm i, m2 6  V2 
see [Ir v  ]). We assume W\ and V  are chosen small enough so thet the mapping is 
Lipschitz with Lipschitz constant L. Then for X  6  W i, m  6  V,
MexpXfm)) -*>(m)|| < l ( | | X - 0 | | )  =  L \ \ X ||.
Now if gn e in G, we may assume gn — exp(Xn), where X n ->• 0, and it follows 
from the inequality just established that X3n converges uniformly to Ae =  id.M 
on V. I t  will then follow from our later Lemma 1.4.2 that if gn -* g in G, then 
Agn =  Affnff-i 0  Xg -¥ Ae 0 Xg =  Xg locally uniformly on M.
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E xam ple 1.4.4. Lie Groups and Semigroups.
For a  connected Lie group G set M  =  <3. Then the multiplication mapping 
G x  M  -> M  is a transformation group of the type of Example 1.4.3 If S  is 
a  subsemigroup of G containing e, then the restriction of the multiplication to 
S  x  M  -> M  is a C°° (or Cw )-pseudosemigroup on M which is actually a semi­
group. It follows from the preceding example that if gn -4 g in G, then X9n —► Xg 
locally uniformly. Since local uniform convergence implies pointwise convergence, 
if X9n Xg locally uniformly, then gn =  A9n(e) -> Xg(e) = g. Thus for this 
exemple the topology of G agrees with the topology of local uniform convergence.
E xam ple 1.4.5. Compression Semigroups.
Let G x M  -*• M  be a Cr transformation group, as described in Example 1.4.3. 
Let U  be an open connected subset of M - Then S  = S(U) = {g €  G : gU C 17} 
is called the compression semigroup of U. The set of mappings {m —► sm : M  —► 
M15 €  S'} is a  pseudosemigroup which is actually a  semigroup isomorphic to S.
P rop osition  1.4.1. Let gl(n,R) denote the set of all n  x n-matrices with real 
entries, and let GL(2n, R) be the set of ail invertible 2n x 2n-matrices.
1) I f  A  =  ^  €  GL(2n,R) then
Fa  ■ gl(n,R ) -+ gl(n,R) defined  by Fa {x ) = (ax +  b)(cx 4 - d)~l
is well defined on a dense open subset M  o/g l(n ,R ).
with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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2 ) I f A = ( ac b\  ( $ 7 )  €G L (2n ,R ), then
F a ( F b (x ))  =  F a b ( x ) fo r  oil x  fo r  which both sides are defined.
3) For A  €  GL(2n,R), ^ ( d o m F x )  =  dom Fa-i- In particular, F a  (dom Fa) is 
open and dense.
Proof. 1) We show that for each fixed A  =  ^  d )  ^ G L(2n,R ), the polynomial 
det(cx +  d) is not identically the zero polynomial over gl(n, R). Consequently the 
complement of its zero set is Zariski open, and hence is an open dense subset of 
gl(n,R). A. reference on the openess and density can be found in [K u n z ]. Now 
assume det(cs +  d) =  0 for all x  6  gl(n,R). Let d =  [di,d2 , ...,dn] and c =  
[ci,C2 ,...,cn] in column notation.
We claim that if we pick any k, 0 < k < n  columns a , , Cjfc of c and any k 
columns d j,, djk of d and replace each djt by c,-( +djt in d, then the determinant 
of the resulting matrix is equal to zero. It is then a straightforward exercise in 
linear algebra to verify that the column rank of the (n  x 2 n)-m atrix [c|d] is less 
than n. If no column is replaced we take x  to be the zero matrix, and obtain 
det(cO +  d) =  0  =  det(d).
Otherwise for 1 <  I < k, let F», j ,  denote the elementary matrix defined by =
k
1 and all others entries 0. Set x  :=  53 &U ,ji • Then cx + d is the m atrix that results
z=i
from replacing each column dJt by c*, + djt. By assumption, det(car-fd) =  0. Hence 
the column rank of the (n x 2 n) matrix [c|d] is less than n, and since the row rank
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is equal to the column rank, then the rank of A  is less than 2n, therefore A  is not 
invertible, thus the contradiction.
2) To prove (2) we compute both sides Fa (Fb (x )) and Fa b {x ) then compare 
the results. Now
F a { F b {x ) )  — F a ( { ocx +  / 3 ) ( 6 x  +  7 )“ ^  =
(a (ax  + /3)(Sx +  7 )“ * +  b'j (c(ax + (3)(5x + 7 ) - 1  +  d) =
(a(ax  +  (3)(Sx +  7 ) - 1  -+- (Sx +  7  )(<Sx +  7 ) _ 1  ^ c (a i +  P){8x  +  7 ) _ 1  +  ctj =
(aax  + a/3 +  b(Sx +  7 )) (caa: +  c/3 +  d(Sx + =
(aax  +  a/3 +  bSx +  b j j  (cax  +  c/3 +  dSx + d j j  . (*)
Next we act with the product A B  on x.
„ . . f f a a  + bS a{3 + lrf\ \
FAB{x) = ( { c a  + d5c(3 + d 'y ) 'X) =
((aa + bS)x + (a/3 +  6 7 )) ((cc* +  dS)x +  (c/3 +  cfy)) =  •
^aax +  bxSx +  a/3 +  6 7 ^ (cax  -f dSx +  c/3 +  d j^
Thus the two are equal.
3) Suppose A ~ l =  . Then da + d'c = 0 and db  +  d'd = In. If
x  €  dom(FA), then (cx 4 - d)~l exists. Then
(d(ax  +  b)(cx + d ) " 1 +  d')(cx + d) = dax  -f db +  d'cx  +  d'd =  0 +  I n = Jn.
Hence (dFA(x) + d' ) ~ 1 exists, and Fa (x ) € dom(FA-i) .
We have shown Fa (domFa ) Q dom fF^-i). Since A  was arbitrary,
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FA-i(dom.F>t - i )  C dom(FA). Let y € dom F a-i- Then FA-i(y )  e  dom Fa- By 
part 2), F a (F a -i(y ))  =  FAA-i(y )  =  y. Thus dom(FA-i) C FA(domFA) and this 
completes the proof.
E xam ple 1.4.6. The Mobius pseudogroup.
Let M  =  gl(n, R), the set of all n x n-matrices with real entries, and let 
GL(2n,R) be the set of all invertible 2n x 2n-matrices. We define the Mobius 
transformation pseudogroup G by
G :=  {FaIi; : A  € GL(2n,R),I7 C dom(FA) is open and dense}
where Fa (x ) = (ax + b)(cx + d) 1 for A
It follows from Proposition 1.4.1 and the fact that the open dense sets are 
closed under finite intersection that G is a pseudogroup. Now we obtain the 
nesserary conditions for the effectiveness of the action. Assume gx =  x  for all 
x  € M  implies g =  I in =  ^ o* /  ^ 1 fc^ e ^entity  element of GL(2n,R). Now
g.x =  ^ ^  .x = (ax +  b)(cx +  d)~l =  x  for all x  6 dom(y),
implies (ax +  6 ) =  x(cx  +  d), then ax + b =  xcx  +  xd  for allx by continuity. 
Hence ax — xd — xcx  +  6  =  0 ; by identification of coefficients we have 6  =  0, c =  0 , 
and ax =  xd  (*), for all x  6  M - In particular if we take a invertible and set
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
x  =  a - 1  we have In =  aa~l =  a~ld, thus a = d. The same equation (★) gives 
ax  =  xa, for all x €  M , then Schur’s lemma implies a = XIn. Therefore G will 
be a  subset of GL(2n,R) modulo the scalar multiples of the identity matrix ( 
i.e. Xl2n =  ^ i X £  R), which is (R\{0 })l2n- In other words G C
G L (2 n, R) j (R \{0 })/2n- We obtain the so-called Projective Special Linear group, 
PSL(2n, R). Finally the Mobius pseudo-group is the transformation group defined 
by :
PSL(2n,R ) x gl(n,R) —» gl(n,R) : ^ ^  ,x )  i—► (ax +  6 )(cx +  d)-1 .
We note that we can alternatively define G by
G — {Fa \u : A  € ±PSL (2n,R ), U C dom (Fa) is open and dense} 
since for
A =  ( l / |d e t B |* ) B ,  Fa = F b .
L em m a 1.4.2. Let {<rn}neN omd {7n}r»eN be two sequences of local diffeomor- 
phisms between metric manifolds. I f  an -> a and i f  -+ 7  locally uniformly, and 
i f  a  is locally uniformly continuous, then <jn o —> o o 7  locally uniformly.
P ro o f. Let xo € dom 7 . Assume j ( x q ) = y Q £ dom a  (otherwise there is nothing 
to prove). There exists Wo open , y £ Wo, such that an converges uniformly to a 
on Wo. There exists W\ open , ya £ Wi, such that a is uniformly continuous on
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Wi. There exists Uq open, xq G Uq, such that 7 * converges uniformly to 7  on Uq. 
Pick iV2M(jfo) :=  <  2p) C W o f\W i.  Pick U open, x0 €  U  C Uq, such
that 7({7) C N ^y o ). There exists No G N such that n > N0 and x  G U  imply 
d (7n(x),7(a0) <  A4- Then
d('yn(x)M *o)) < d(7n(x),7(x)) +d(7(x),7(xo))
= d(7n(z),7(x)) + d (7 (x ),y 0) < p  + p,
so 7n(U) C  N 2fi(yo) C  Wo f) W\ for n > No. We claim an °7n converges uniformly 
to o' o 7  on U. Let e >  0. There exists N i G N such that n >  N i, y  G Wo implies 
d{e{y),an {yj) <  There exists S >  0 such that for all y i,y 2 G W i, d (y i,y2) < 6 
implies S(<r(yi),<r(y2 )) < f .  There exists JV2 G N such that n >  1NT2 and x  G U 
imply d(7 n(x ) ,7 (x)) < 6. For x  G U, n >  m ax{N 0,N i,N 2},
d(<rn 0 7 n ( x ) , a o 7 ( x ) )  <  d ( a n 07n (x ) , c r o 7 n (x ) )  + d ( a o 7 n ( x ) , a o 7 ( x ) )  <  |  +  |  =  e.
P ro p o s itio n  1.4.3. Let /  : Oi —> 0 2 be a continuous partial function on M, 
where each Oi is a member of a filtered family O, and let f n be a sequence of 
partial functions. Consider the following conditions:
(i) f n ~ * f  locally uniformly.
(ii) for all x  G d o m / and for any chart $  defined at f (x)  there exists V  an open 
set containing x  such that f ( V)  C dom and $  0 f n -4  $  o /  uniformly on 
V.
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(Hi) I f  K  is any compact subset of 0 \ ,  and f ( K )  C dom (^) where ^  is a chart, 
then $ o / n converges uniformly to $  o f  on K.
(iv) I f  K  is any compact subset o fO \, then {/»}»€n converges uniformly to f  on 
K  (with repect to the metric o /M -J 
Then (i) (ii) => (Hi) <$=> (iv).
I f  M  is locally compact, then all four are equivalent.
Proof, (i) =4 (ii) Let xq € dom /. Then the locally uniform convergence of 
{/n}n€N to /  a t Xq gives us an open set W  and a chart at f ( x o) such that 
f(W )  C dom <p and <pofn —> tpof on W  uniformly. Let be another chart a t f ( x  o). 
Now ' t / o p ' 1 is differentiable, hence locally Lipschitz (see §4 of Chapter 5 of [L a n c ] ) .  
Since Lipchitz maps are uniformly continuous and '£ o f n = o <p~l ) ° (<p o f n) 
on a small enough neighborhood of x Q, it follows from Lemma 1.4.2 that f  o / „  
converges to #  o f n .
( i )  4= ( i i )  Trivial.
(ii) => (Hi) Let K  be any compact subset of Oi such that f (K )  C dom <&. For 
all x € K, by (ii) there exists an open set Vx containing x  such that 4> o f n —y $  o /  
uniformly on Vx. Next set Ok  to be the collection of all {Vx)x^ k - Then Ok  is an 
open cover of K , so there exists a finite number of Vx s that cover K  (say {Vi}JLx). 
Now let e >  0 be given. Then there exists Ni €  N such that for all n  >  N i we 
have f n(Vi) C dom $  and ||$  o f n(y) -  $  o f(y)\\ < e for all y e  Vi(i = 1,2,3, ...n).
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Let us pick N  =  supNi and note that for n  > N  we have /„(U  V,=i) C dom $  and 
11$ 0  fn{y) — $  o f ( y ) || <  e for all y € U ”= 1  Vi, hence for all y € K.
(iii) =» (iv) Assume (Hi) and let K  b e  any compact subset of 0 \ .  For each 
x  €  K , pick a  chart $ x at /(a;) and an open subset Vx such that x  € Vx, f (V x) C 
dom (by regularity of M). There exists a  finite number {Vi: 1 <  i  <  fc} of the 
Vx which cover K. Then by (Hi) o f n converges uniformly to o /  on Vi f) if . It 
follows directly from compactness that o o f ^ j  =  f n converges uniformly 
to o ^ o / ) s  /  on V id K ,  and thus on (J?=i V i( \K  =  K.
(Hi) •$= (iv) T hat ^ o /n converges uniformly to 'Vo/  on i f  follows immediately 
from the uniform convergence of /„  to /  on if.
If M  is locally compact, then (Hi) easily implies (ii) by picking V  open con­
taining x  such that V  is compact and f (V )  C dom<J>.
C oro llary  1.4.4. Let G x M  —► M  be a continuous action of a metrizable 
topological group, where M  is a locally compact manigold. I f  gn —» g in G, then 
A9n —¥ Xg locally uniformly.
Proof. It is a  standard topological fact that the (joint) continuity of G x. M  -¥ M  
implies uniform convergence on compact sets of X9n to Xg whenever gn -¥ g. The 
corollary follows from part (iv) of Proposition 1.4.3.
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D efin ition  1.4 .7 . Let G x M  - t  M  be a  continuous action of a metrizable 
topological group G  on a  manifold M. The action is topologically effective if Xgn —► 
id.M locally uniformly implies that gn -»■ e in G.Note that a  topologically effective 
action is effective.
C orollary  1.4 .5 . Let G x M  -4 M  be a differentiable action of a Lie group G on 
a manifold M  or a continuous action of a metrizable topological group on a locally 
compact manifold M . Then there is an equivalence of convergence gn -> g in G 
and X9n to Xg locally uniformly if and only i f  the action is topologically effective.
Proof. If X9n to Ae implies gn -* e, then the action is topologically effective by 
definition. Conversely assume the action is topologically effective. By Example 
1.4.3 and Corollary 1.4.4, we know gn -* g implies X9n —> Xg locally uniformly. 
Conversely if X9n to Xg, then X9ng-i =  ASn o Aff- i  -+ Xg o Xg-i = idM by Lemma 
1.4.2 (Xg is differentiable implies it is locally Lipschitz hence locally uniformly 
continuous in the Lie group case). Thus gng~x —> e, so gn —)• g.
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C H APTER 2: LIE THEORY
As in the preceding chapter, M  denotes a connected metrizable C°° manifold 
modeled on a  Banach space B. Let Vr(M) denote the set of all CT vector fields 
on M  (where we view a vector field as a  cross-section of the tangent bundle T  M  
of M -) We let V °(M )  denote all locally Lipschitz vector fields.
2.1. In f in it e s im a l  G e n er a to r s
Proposition 2.1.1. Let W  be an open subset o /M , let (o -n ) n e N  be a sequence of 
members of a pseudosemigroup S  converging pointmse at all points to the identity 
mapping of W. Let U be an open subset of W  containing m. Let cpj and (fi be 
distinct charts of M  such that U C dom(y\) P |(dom (^).
I f  h = J i m ^ n ^ j  o an(m) — <Pj(m)j in  the chart fo r  ipj,
then hi — o <?n(m) — ¥>i(ra)j exists in  the chart fo r  ipi,
and is given by h' =  d(ipi o (pj)"’1)  (<Pj(m))(h).
Proof. Let I  =  {^ |n  £ N} U {0}. Define a  : /  —> B  by &(~) =  ipj o o"n(m), and 
a ( 0) =  ipj(m). Then with respect to / ,  we have
a'(O) =  Jirn^ ^  x ^  o a n(m)  — <Pj(m)) = h.
n
Note that <pj o an(m) is defined for large n, since crn(m) -> m  as n  -» oo. Let 
/  =  tpi o (pj~l : pj (U)  -> <Pi{U), which is a function between open sets of the
23
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Banach space B. Then /  is differentiable, the composition of diffeomorphisms <pi 
and
With this notation f(a (0 )) = f(ipj(m)) =
We consider only the case crn(m) ^  m  for large n, or equivalently ct(~) a(0),
since the case <r„(m) =  m is trivial.
C laim  . ( /  o a ) '( 0 ) =  d /(a ( 0 ))<*'(0 ) =  d f ^ m ^ h .
Proof. As /  is differentiable then there exists df(y), a  continuous linear operator 
on B, such that: f ( y  + k) — f(y )  = df(y)(k) +  0(fc) where limfc_»0 =  0. (*) 
Let a  be as above with a' (0) =  h as shown above. In order to see that /  o a  is 
differentiable at the origin on I  we compute letting:
t  = n ’ V = =  z =  =
II to  f .W ) )  _ d m m  =  II to  U s M s J .  _  W (y){Um - (-^ -; - ^(0) l]||
=  II Um f  ~  f(v) ~  <y(y)[a(0 - a (°)] ||
Nt-> o t 11 ’
which is equal to, replacing k  in (*) by (a(t) -  a ( 0 )), since a(t) -  a (0 ) ^  0 ,
|| ^  ®(«(0 -  V )  || __ || Km 0 (a (f) ~  V )  M *) " »ll i| 0
11K8  t   i  11
since lim ^o  =  Since by definition h1 =  df(y)(h) and for t = ~,
^ =  n(<piOan(m )—(pi(m)), we conclude h' =  lim ^ o  n((pioan(m )—<pi(m)).
We wish to define the set of infinitesimal generators of a  pseudosemigroup S  
as a subset of V r(U), for each non-empty open set 17 in M  •
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D efin ition  2 .1 .1 . Suppose the sequence of partial functions {<7 n} converges 
locally uniformly on a  non-empty open set U to the identity mapping on U. 
Then for m  G U, we write n(crn -  id)(m) -* v e  Tm(M), provided dtpi(m)(v) =  
limn-+oo n(fpi 0  o'n(’Ti) — <Pi(ra)) for all charts with m  6  dom(y>,). Note that it 
follows immediately from Proposition 2.1.1 that if this condition obtains for some 
chart, then it automatically holds for all charts.
Definition 2.1.2. If the Cr vector field X  G V T(U) satisfies for each, chart (p with 
dom^> C U, n(ip o an{m) — <p(m)) -* d(p(m)(X{m)) locally uniformly on im  <p, 
then we write n(<rn — idy) -> X.
For a pseudosemigroup S, X  G V r(U) is called a Crinfinitesimal generator 
of S  if there exists a sequence {<rn}nGN in S  such that n(an — idu) -> X .
We denote by Lr(S,U) the set of all Cr infinitesimal generators of S  with 
domain U.
2.2 . F lo w s  a n d  L o c a l  F lo w s
Definition 2.2.1. Let U be a nonempty open connected subset of M . A local 
flow  on U is a  continuous function $  : ft -*• U, where Q. is open in R x U, {0} x U C 
fl C R x U and $  satisfies :
(i) if Jx :=  {t G R : (t,x )  G fl}, then Jx is an open interval containing 0 for each
x  G U\
(ii) $ (0 ,x) =  x  for all x  G U;
(iii) $ ( s ,  $(£, x)) =  $ (s +  £, x) whenever both sides are defined.
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A local flow is maximal if it is not the restriction of a strictly larger local flow.
D efin ition  2.2.2. A local flow is said to be generated by X  € V r{U) if :
(a) for all t € JXo, for all
(b) the interval JXo is the largest interval on which the preceding differential 
equation has a solution.
It is a standard and basic result in differential equations that every X  G V r(U) 
has associated with it a unique local flow which it generates and that $  is Cr if 
X  is for r  >  1 ( see e.g. [L an g ] ). We alternately denote $(£, x) by exp tX .
Lem m a 2.2.1. Suppose X  is locally Lipschitz on U C B , U open. Then
n(exp  —X  — id) - 4  X  locally u n ifo rm ly  on U.71
P ro o f. Let mo G U. Pick V  open, mo G V  such that X  is Lipschitz on V  with 
constant L, and such that ||X(m)|| < K  for all m  € V. Pick e > 0 and W  open, 
mo € W  C V  such tha t exp(tX)(w ) G V for all |t| <  e, w G W  C V.
Let m € W ,  0 <  |t| <  e. Then exp tX (m ) = m  + X (expsX (m ))ds so
|| exp(tX )(m ) — m|| <  f  ||X (expsX (m ))||ds <  Kt. *
Jo
Also | | - - ( - ^ ) ~ m -X (m ) || =  \ \± j \x ( e x p s X ( m ) ) - X (m ) ] d s \ \  <
i  l  r* t2 t i
-  / L ||expsX (m ) — m||ds < — / K sds = LK -— =  L K -  < -L K e .
t  Jo I Jo 2t  2  2
Choosing t=  we see that the lemma follows.
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Let a Lie group G with Lie algebra g act with a  C°° -action on M  (see Example 
1.4.3) t  : G x M  M. Then r  induces an infinitesimal Lie algebra transformation
t (X )  : g -> V°°(M)defined by f ( X )  =  X  where X (m )  =  - £ | t= 0  exptX (m ).
ttb
L em m a 2.2.2. Suppose X n -> X  in  9 . Then
n(exp —X n — e) —> X  =  f(X ). n
P ro o f. Let mo € U. Let (p be a chart at mo. The mapping (e , mo) -> emo =  mo is 
differentiable at (e , mo) hence Lipschitz on some neighborhood N  x V  of (e , mo). 
We may assume that N  and V  are small enough so that ip 0 r  0 (exp x<p~l ) is 
Lipschitz for some constant L. Now the following estimate gives us the desired 
result:
ll»»(<p(expiXn)(m) -<p(m )) — d<p(m)(X(m))|| <
| |n ( ^ ( e x p i x n)(m) -  (p(m)'j ~  n(ip (exp  ^-X )(m ) -  tp{m)^j\\ (1 )
+  exp ~ X ) (m) -  <p(m)J -  dtp(m) (X(m)) ||. (2 )
Now (1) =  ||nf<p(exp —Xn)(m) -  (^(exp -X )(m ) || =
n 71» 71
n\\(p o r  o ( exp xip~x) ( i x n, (p(m)) -  ip o r  0 ( exp x tp '1) ( -X , <p(m)) || <
TV Ti
nL\\— X n  X|| =  L||Xn — X\\ —► 0 as n  —► 0 0 .n n
And (2) is a corollary of the previous lemma.
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Example 2.2.3. Infinitesimal Generators of Transformation Groups.
Let t  : G x M  —► Af be a  C°°-action of a  Lie group G on M . Then r  induces a 
Lie algebra homomorphism f  : 0  -4  V°°(M), where g is the Lie algebra of G. By 
Lemma 2.2.2, it follows tha t f ( X )  =  X  is an infinitesimal generator of {Aff : g 6  <-?} 
for each X  €E 0 .
Exam ple 2.2.4. Infinitesimal Generator of Lie Groups and Semigroups.
The construction of an infinitesimal generator of a Lie group (or Lie semigroup) is 
identical to the one shown above. In this case X  = f ( X )  is just the right invariant 
vector field with X(e) = X .
Exam ple 2.2.5. Infinitesimal Generators of the Mobius pseudo-group.
Let X  €  Lr (PSL(2n,IR), 17) where U is an open subset of gl(n, R). We want to 
describe an infinitesimal generator X  of PSL(2n,R) acting on M  =  gl(n,R). We 
assume that X  =  €  gl(n,R ); we have X  =  X x +  X 2 +  X 3 +  X 4 where
*i=(oo)' x2 =(oo) *-(;?) *-(ss)-
Next we compute the corresponding elements <71, g2, 93 , 94 respectively gener­
ated by X i ,  X 2 , X$ ,  X 4 . Now
gi(x) =  expt X x{x) =  exp (x) = ^ exP to  ^  (x ) =
=  ((exp ta)(x) + 0 ) ( 0  +  / n ) _ 1  =  (expta)(x)
Hence 51 =  ^ exP*a  ^  ^ ? ^ i(x )  =  (x ,a x ).
Similarly we have 9 2 = ^ ^  , and X 2 (x) =  - ^ - | t = 0 exp tX 2 (x) =  (x ,0 ).
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Also g3 =  , and X 3 (x) =  ^ |t= o ex p tX 3 (x) =  (x ,- x jx ) .
And finally g4 =  ^  ex£ t<s )  * 311(1 * * (x ) =  (*»-**)•
Lem ma 2.2.3. Let Ui be an open subset of the B —manifold M i for i =  1,2, and 
let $  : U\ U3 be a C°° diffeomorphism.
(i) I f  the sequence of partial functions {crn} converges locally uniformly to idux on 
Ui, then {$*((X„) : = $ o f f „ o  4>-1 } converges locally uniformly to =
idu2 on U2.
(ii) I f  X  € V r(U\) satisfies n(on — id j/J  -4 X , then $*(X ) := T ($ ) o X  o 4>_ 1  £ 
V r (U2) and n ( ^ ( o n) - i d U3) - 4  $*(X ).
P roof, (i) Note that $  is locally Lipschitz, hence locally uniformly continuous. 
This part follows now from two applications of Lemma 1 .4 .2 .
Before proving part (ii) we state the following theorem from infinite dimensi- 
nal calculus.
T heo rem  . Let B  be a Banach space, A  open, A  C B, a, b €  A. Suppose the 
interval S  =  {Aa +  ( 1  — \)b  : 0 <  A <  1 } C A. Suppose f  : A  -4 B  is differentiable 
at each point of S. Then
| | / ( 6 ) -  /(a )  -  / '( a ) ( 6  -  a)|| <  | |6  -  o||supl€S ||/ '(x )  -  /'(a)!).
Now we prove lemma 2.2.3, part (ii).
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P roof, (ii) . Let yo € t/2. Pick any chart <p2 with yo 6  dom<p2 C U^. Pick xq € U\ 
such that $(xo) =  yo- Pick a chart <p\ and an  open set V\ such that :
(1) x Q €  Vi C domtpi C U\.
(2 ) n(<pi o crn o -  idVl(y,)) converges uniformly on ¥>i(Vi) to X V>1 where
=  dv,l(m)(X(m)). (such a  Vi exists by definition of locally imiform 
convergence).
(3) The mapping w —► d(y?2 o $  o <pi~l )(w) is Lipschitz on with Lipschitz
constant L  since $  is C00;
We compute for X V3 defined by X ^ iq )  =  d lv^o9 ){x)X{x)  for q =  </>2 ($ (z))
l |n { v » a ((* * o ^ » )(^ l (9))) - q } - X < e M \ \  =
|\n{<p2 o $  o <rn o * - l f a l (q)) -  Q} -  (-X"(®)) II =
||n{y>2 o $  o a n o & ' 1 o tp~l (p)^ -  ^ 2 o $  o (p)}-
||n { ^ 2 o $  o an<pil {p) - ( % o * o  ^ ( p ) }  ~  d ^ o S o ^ ^ ^ t P ) ) ! !  <  
\\n([ip2 o $  o <pil )(<pi o a Ro <pTl {p)) -  {<P2 o $  o ^ ( p ) ) ) -
d(^o*ovrl)(p)n(^l 0<Tn 0 v>rl(p) — p)ll
+  lld(^o*ov,r ^(p))»»(vi 0 ffn0 <prl (p) - p )  -  d(v,20^ ov, - i (p)) (j>)) || =  (*).
Now applying the above theorem and letting:
b=( ip1 o a n o v?rl (p)), and a = p, and /  =  (<p2 o $  o <pfl ), we have :
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<  n\\(tpi o a n o <pil (p))  - p | |s u p 3es||d(¥?2 °  $  0 VT1) ^ )  ~  d(<P2 ° $  ° <Pil ){p)\\
+  ||d(<p2 o ^ o  ^ r 1) (p)IM Kpi 0  On o VT1{P) ~P)  ~  X Vl (p)||.
Let us name the above sum (1 ) +  (2). Since n{(<p\ o <jn o (pfl (p)) — p} converges
to (p) then :
IW (v>i°tfn°¥>rl (p ) ) -p } || <  p r^ M H  +  i,
and ||n {<pi o<rn o <p 1^ (p) - p) - X Vl (p)|| <  ^  where K  =  ||d(y>2 o ^  o y?"1)(p)||. 
Also d(v?2 0  $  o ipx~x) is Lipschitz on <Pi(Vi) with Lipschitz constant L  thus
^ g s l l d ^ o f c o ^ J C a J - d f c a o S o p f 1)^)!! < L\\p~q\\ =  L\\(pxoano(p^l {p)-p\\. 
In conclusion we have:
as \ \v \°o no<p7l (v)-p \\ <  — ;-------------   then (1 ) < =  £\ m  9 i \P) P\\ 2 (p ^ (p)|| +  1)£  11 ^ < 2(||jrVl(p)|| +  i)L  2 ’
and as \\n(<p1 o o n o(p-1( p ) - p ) - X Vl(p)\\ < ^  we get (2 ) < K . - ^  =  ~ .
Therefore the sum (1 ) +  (2) < |  +  § =  e.
C orollary  2.2.4. Let (U,<p) be a chart of the B —manifold M -
(i) The sequence of partial functions {crn} converges locally uniformly to idu on 
U if and only i f  (<p* (crn) }ngN converges locally uniformly to idv(U) on <p(U).
(ii) X  G V r(U) is an infinitesimal generator ofU, satisfying n(an — idu) —•► X ,
i f  and only i f  tp+X € V r (tp(U)) and - i d ^ u ) )  -> <P*X-
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R em ark  2 .2 .6 . The notions that crn converges to idu  locally uniformly and n(an— 
idu) X  locally uniformly are local notions in the sense that the convergence 
takes place on all of U if and only if for an open cover of U, the convergence 
takes place on each member of the cover. Futhermore by the preceding corollary
the convergence takes place in the domain of a chart <p if and only if the same
convergence takes place in the image of ip for the corresponding structures obtained 
via <£>*. Thus without loss of generality we can pass to an open subset of B  for a 
study of this convergence.
Lem m a 2.2.5. I f  n{an — id) —► X  G V r(U), then crn converges locally uniformly 
to idu •
P roo f. Without loss of generality we may assume U C  B. Assume mo G U, and V  
is an open subset containing m0 such that (i) n{an —id) converges to X  uniformly 
on V,
and {ii) there exists K  >  0 such that ||X(m)|| < K  for all m  G V. Let e > 0. Pick
N  €  N, N  > and N  > 2, such that for
m € V, n  > N , ||n(<T,i(m) — m) — X (m )|| <  e.
Then ||<rn (m) — m|| =  —|jn(an(m) — m) — X ( m )  -f- X ( m )|| <
Th
-IK C o 'nW  -  m) -  X(m )|| +  —||X(m)|| <
Tt Tt
e K  ^ e „  e
— I ^  K7T77 =  e-n n  2 2K
Therefore an converges locally imiformly to id on U.
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P ro p o s itio n  2 .2 .6 . I f  n(an — id) —> X  locally uniformly, and n (rn — id) —► Y  
locally uniformly, then n(an o rn — id) -► (X  -f F ) locally uniformly.
Proof. We assume without loss of generality tha t U  C B. Let X ,Y  € V r(U), r  >  
1. Let m o G U. Then there exist two open neighborhoods W and W ' of mo such 
that n(crn — idyy) -► and n(rn — idw*) —► V uniformly; now set Wi = W  f) W '. 
Then n(crn — idw ,) —► X  and n (rn — idy^) - 4  Y, uniformly on Wi. Since X  is 
Cr, r > 1 , it is locally Lipschitz on W%. Hence there exists a neighborhood W2 
of m 0 and a  constant K  >  0 such that for all m ,p  G W2, ||X(m) -  X(p)|| <
K \\m  — p\\. By Lemma 2.2.5 , rn —»• id locally uniformly. Hence there exists a 
neighborhood W3 of mo such that r n —»• idyy3 uniformly on W3 . Pick >  0 such 
that iV2$(mo) C Wi f) W2 f) W3 . Let e >  0. Pick iVi such that for m G Wi, n >  
lh(o-n(^) -  m) -  X(m )|| <  f ,  ||n(rn(m) — m) — y(m )|| <  §. Pick iV2 such 
that for m G W3 , n > N 2 , \\Tn(m) — m|| <  m in f^ r ,  5}. Then for m G iVj(mo),
n > N  = m ax{N i, iV2}, ||rn(m) - m 0|| <  ||Tn (m) -  m|| +  ||m -  m0|| <  <5 +  S.
Thus rn(m) G N2s(mo). We have for m G A^(mo), 
iH ^ n  0  rn(Tn) -  m) -  (X +  F )(m )|| <
||n (an o rn(m) -  rn(m)) -  X(m )|| +  ||n (rn (m) -  m) -  K(m)|| <
||X (rn(m)) -X (m ) || +  ||n(<xn (rn(m)) - r n (m)) - X (rn(m))|| +  \  <
o
< ir||r„(m) -  m|| + |  + |  < + y  = £
Thus n(crn o rn -  id) -v (X +  Y )  uniformly on Ns{mo).
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C orollary  2.2.7. I f  X  6  Lr (S ,U) and Y  € Lr(S, U), then (X  + Y ) e  Lr (S, U). 
Where 5  is a pseudosemigroup of transformations on M
P ro p o sitio n  2.2.8. I f  X  e  Lr(S, U) and e >  0, then eX  €  Lr(S, U).
P roof. Let e €  IR and 0 <  e. Let X(m)  =  lim ^oo n (an(m) — m);
then eX(m)  =  limn_»oo en(an(m) — m) (since multiplication is continuous in B).
Set rn := crt^ ]; then limn-^oo^n =  idu. Now
Since 7  — 1 <  [7 ] <  7  and thus 7  — 7  < ^  <  ^, we conclude limn-**, ^  =  i .  
Thus limn_»oo =  e. The imiformity of the convergence is straightforward.
P roposition  2.2.9. Let 7 , 7 ~x g S  be inverse C°°-diffeomorphisms on M  such 
that U C dom 7 n d o m 7 " 1, and 7 (U) =  U =  ~f~l (U). I f  X  € Lr(S,U), then
7 *(X) =  r 7  o x o 7 - 1 \u e  Lr{ s , u).
Proof. This is an easy corollary of part (ii) of Lemma 2.2.3.
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CH APTER 3: THE EXPO NENTIAL M A P P IN G
In this section we describe the exponential mapping between Lr (S, U) and S  
in terms of the sequence of local diffeomorphisms defined in chapter 1 , section 3 .
Let B  be a  Banach space, U open, bounded, and convex in B  .
Let /  be an nonempty open interval in 1R. Consider X  : U T U  a Lipschitz vector 
field with Lipschitz constant K . Let p. : I  -¥ U be a  solution of the differential 
equation:
i( t)  = X(x( t ) )  ( 1 )
and let n(an — id) -> X  uniformly on U.
3.1 D e s c r i p t i o n  o f  t h e  E x p o n e n t i a l  m a p p i n g .
D efin ition  3.1.1. Let e >  0 be a real number. A continuous function u : I  —► U 
is called an e-approximate solution of the differential equation (1 ) if u is piecewise 
differentiable and satisfies at all points of differentiability of u  on I:
\ \ u ' ( t ) - X ( u ( t m < e .
Lem m a 3.1.1. Let J  = [0,6] C  / ,  /x(0) =  p, and let e > 0. Assume that 
n(an —idu) converges uniformly to X  onU.  Then there exists V  open in U, p e V  
and there exists N  € N such that:
(3n (t, x) := o^n\ x )  +  (t -  [n(<rn o ^ ( x )  -  o£nl(x))]71
35
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is defined and is in U, for all t 6  [0 , 6], x  €  V,n > N. Furthermore,
I —► Pn{t,x), 0 < t  < b  is an e-approximate solution of x(t) =  X{x( t ) ) ,  x(0) =  x.
Note that t —» Pn(t, z)  is continuous at all t in its domain and differentiable 
for tn  & N.
D efinition 3.1.2. Let I  C 1R and H  C B, and let k : I  —► ]R+ . Then the 
mapping f  : I  x  H  B  is said to be Lipschitz with respect to the function k(t) 
if for all x  € H, the function t ~¥ f { t , x )  is regulated in / ,  and if, for all points 
Xi,X2 G H, we have (Lipschitz condition)
\ \ f ( t ,xi )  - f ( t , x 2)\\ < A:(t)||xi - x 2||.
We say that /  is Lipschitz in /  x H  if it is Lipschitz in that set for a  certain positive 
constant function k.
Before proving lemma 3.1.1 we state a theorem of B o u r b a k i  (in [Bourl] , 
Chap. 4, §2.3, Prop 4.) without proof.
Theorem  A . Let k(t) be a regulated real valued function, positive on I, and 
let f { t , x )  be a Lipschitz function with respect to k(t) defined on I  x H  into B  
such that the function x  h* / ( . ,  x) from H  to the set T ( I ,  B) (functions from I  to 
B  equipped with the topology of uniform convergence on I )  is continuous, where 
B  is a Banach space and H  is an open subset of B. I f  u(t) and v(t) are two 
approximate solutions of x(t) =  f ( t , x( t ) )  (i = 1,2 respectively), defined on I  with
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range H, then we have for all t E I  with t > to E I:
IM<) -  o(<)ll <  IN<o) ~  v(*o)||r(<) +  (ei +  e2 )A(t)
where
T(t) =  1 +  k(s) exp fc(r)dr^ds,
and
A(t) =  t  — to -f (s — to)k(s) exp k(T)dr jds .
We are now ready to prove Lemma 3.1.
Proof. Since fi is continuous and J  is compact, p(«7) is compact in U. Hence 
d(n( J), B fU)  >  0. Now pick 5 : 0 <  8 < d(fi(J), B/U),  then Ns(f*(J)) C U.
Let $  be the local flow on U generated by X.  Then $  is defined on an open 
subset of 1R x U containing {0} x U and <&(f,p) =  u(t) for t E J. Consider the 
following steps:
S tep  1 . There exists V  open in 17, p €  V  such that 4>(t, x) is defined and 
||$(*,x) -  $(t,p)|| <  ^  for all t E 7, x  E V,
This follows from joint continuity of the flow $  and compactness of J.
S tep  2. There exists M ,N \ E N such that for all n >  N\, for all x  E U, ||AT(a:)|| < 
M  and ||n(crn(x) — x)|| <  M. To see this, note ||x! — x2|| < Mi for all x i, x2 E U, 
and for some real number M\{ since U is bounded ); set ||X(p)|| =  M2. Now
\\X(x)\\ < ||* (p ) || +  pT(x) -  * (p )|| <  M 2 +  K\\x -  p|| <  (M2 +  K M i )  =  M3.
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Also ||n(crn (x) -  x)|| < ||X (x)|| +  ||n(an(x) -  x) -  X (x)|| <  M 3 + s,
where s —> 0 as n  —► oo. Choose M  =  M3 4-1 and Ni such that s <  1 for n >  N\. 
Step 3. Let 8  be as above, and take 0 <  e <  where L  =  6(1 +  ) and b
as in the statem ent of lemma 3.1. Choose an integer N 2 > N i ( N± as in step 2) 
such that for all n  >  N 2, x  G U, ||n(<rn (x) -  x) -  X(x)|| <  f , a n d - ^  <  f . We 
note that this is always possible by uniform convergence of n(a„ — id) to X  on U.
We show for n  >  N2 and x € V  that /3n : J  x {x} —► U is an  e-approximate 
solution of the differential equation :
x(t) =  X(x( t ) )  x (0 ) = x .  (1 )
-  A r(A .(t,* ))|| < HA.(t,*) -  J r ( f t . ( M ,x ) ) | |+
||Jf(j8 „ ( ^ , x ) )  - X  (/?„((, x ))||.
We refer to the two terms of the right hand side sum as (i) and (ii). Now
[fn] 
n '
for n >  N2. This follows from step 3, provided a|fn^(x) G U; we remark that
( i )  =  | |n ( a n  0 « g » l ( x )  -  <x£n l ( * ) )  -  X ( /? n ( — , * ) ) | |  <  -71 M
and pn{t,x) = n (a n o a ^ { x ) - c i ^ n\ x ) )  since ^ ( M )  = 0
for nt & N.
Now the second term  (ii) of the sum is less or equal to:
N* | | f t . ( ^ , x ) - A . ( t , x ) | |  =  K  t - M  H n K o a M tx l-a M fx ) ) ! !  <  K M
Tl
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which is less or equal to again provided 0 - ^ ( 0:) € U. Thus the sum
(i) +  (ii) is less than e. Hence 0 n is an e-approximate solution of the differential 
equation (1 ) with initial condition @n(0 ,x )  =  x(0 ) =  x.
We fix x € V, and set
b' =  sup{s €  J  : /?„(*, x)is defined and (3n(t, x) € Ns(p(J)) for all t e  [0 , s]}.
By continuity /?„(&', x) 6 Ng (fJ-(J)), so we apply Bourbaki’s estimate to [0 , 6 '], x  € 
V  and we get for 0 <  t < b
\\pn(t,x )  -  $ (t,x ) || < e[t +  J  sK  exp ^ J  KdT^ds]<
< t '( i  +  ^ 1 ) ] < ± £  =  £.
Now ||/3„(t, x) -  $ (t,p )|| <  ||/?n(t, x) -  $ (t, x)|| +  II x) -  $(f,p)|| < f  +  |  =  f -  
Thus Pn(b', x) 6  Nji, (/z(J)), and since /3n is continuous, we can extend it past 
b' and remain in Ns(p(J))  if b' < b. We conclude b' =  b.
Corollary 3.1.2. Let J  ~  [0,6] C I  and consider the differential equation (1) 
above with initial condition //(0) =  p, p (/)  C U. There exists V  an open subset of 
U containing p such that for any t  6  J, critnJ converges uniformly to exp(tX)  with 
respect to V.
Proof. Let 0 <  5 < d(p(J), B \U ) . It follows from the latter part of the proof of 
Lemma 3.1 that for n > N 2, x  € V,
\\P n{^~-,x)-(3n{t,x)\\ = t -^— I H n ^oC T ^^arJ-a^^x ))!! < MTi
M
n
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where M  is chosen as in Step 2 , and ||$(£,x) — /?n(t,x )|| <  If we pick 1V3 >  iV2 
such that <  §£, it follows from the triangular inequality that
||$ (t,x ) - /? n ( ^ , x ) | |  <  S for x € V ,  t £ j .  n
Therefore crf4nl converges uniformly to $ ( t ,x )  =  exp(tX), since 
< * " > (* )= /? „ (¥ .* )•
T h eo rem  3.1 .3 . Let limn_>oo n (an -  id) =  X , and X  6  Vr{U), 17 open in  M , 
with corresponding local flow $. Suppose $  is defined on [0, T] x V  into U where 
V  is open in U. Then for all t 6  [0,T], On*^  —► exp(tX) locally uniformly on V.
Proof. Let A  be the set of all fa7 € [0, T] such th a t the theorem is true on [0, 6 ']. Let 
b =  sup A. Let p € V  and set q =  exp(bX)(p) =  $ ( 6 ,p). Let #  be a chart at q. Now 
$  is defined on [0 , 6 ] x {p}, $ is jointly continuous, and the domain of $  is open, 
so there exists V\ open with p S V x C V ,  and 6 i >  6  such that [0,6 i ) x V\ C  dom <J>. 
Pick 6 2 , 6  <  62 <  6 1 , V2 open, p 6  V2 C  Vi such that $ ([6 , 62] x V2) C  dom #. 
We observe th a t for 0 <  t <  62 -  6 , # (t,g) =  # ( t, $ ( 6 ,p)) =  # (t +  6 ,p) € dom #. 
We apply Corollary 3.2 to dom# ( which we identify with # (dom (#)) C  B  ), 
and obtain an open set W  C  dom # , q € W, such that for all t € [0,6 2  ~ 6], 
converges uniformly to exp(tX)  on W. There exists s > b -  (6 2  -  6 ) such that 
s € A  and # (s ,p ) €  W. There exists an open set V3 , p € V3 C V2 , such that 
exp(sX)(Va) Q W and <7^  converges uniformly to exp(sTf) on V3 .
Let t e  [0,6 2 — 6], then (*) cr[(f+3)nl =  ff£nl 0  o 0 < i < 2;
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to see this note that
\tn) +  [sn] < [tn 4- sn] < tn + sn <  \tn\ 4 - 1 4- [sn] 4- 1 = [tn] 4  [.sn] 4  2 .
Now cTn converges uniformly to idy4 on some open set V4 C V3 (by Lemma2. 2.5). 
also —> exp(.s.\T) uniformly on V3 and —> exp(tX)  uniformly on W.  So
the right side of (★) is converging uniformly on V4 to exp(tX) 0 exp{sX)idyt = 
exp +  ( by Lemma 1.4.2). hence cr{l(<+J,Tl^  -?• exp ^(t + .s).\rj uniformly on
V4. Now letting t =  b2 — b we have s +  t =  s + (b2 — b) > b -  (b2 -  b) + bo -  b = b. 
So s +  t > b: therefore b = T  ( otherwise we have b 7  ^sup A), and thus T  € A.
C orollary 3 .1 .4 . Let limn_>3C(iTn — id) = X  G V r(U). U open in M .  Then for 
all t > 0 er[fn' —» exp(tX) locally uniformly on the dornaine of cxp(tX)  f) U.
3.2. T r o t t e r  P r o d u c t  F o r m u l a .
P roposition  3.2.1. If  X . Y  6  Lr(S,U) and V  is an open subset of U such that 
the flows exp tX  and exp tY  are both defined on [0..7] x V. then
(1) n(exp(£.Y) — idu) t.X ( respectively n ( e x p ( l Y )  — idu) -> tY  ) locally 
uniformly on V and for all t 6  [0. J]
(2) ( exp(^X)  o e x p ( ^ r ) )  —> exp t(X  4  Y) locally uniformly on V and for' all 
t € [0..7],
Proof. 1) This follows from Lemma 2.2.1 applied to tX .
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2) From Proposition 2.2.6 we have n(exp --X  o exp j fY  — id) -* tX  +  tY , and 
applying Theorem 3.1.3 to the new vector field tX  +  tY  we have
( exp ~^X o exp ^ y ) n exp(tX tY )  =  expt(X  +  Y )
locally uniformly on V.
Proposition 3 .2 .2 . Suppose that S  is a pseudosemigroup on M  which os closed 
with respect to local uniform comvergence. Then X  €  Lr(S, M) for r > 1 i f  and 
only if the ( partial )  maps exp tX  6  S  for t > 0 .
Proof. This proposition is a consequense of Theorem 3.1.3.
Proposition 3 .2 .3 . Let £ : [0, T] —> Lr(S,U) be a regulated function. Then the 
solution x of the Lipschitz differential equation:
f{t ,  x)  =  f  (t)(x) / ( 0 , x) =  x(0 ) =  x ( 1 )
is a member of S.
The proposition is a consequense of the following proposition of [Bourl] (we 
state without proof):
Proposition B . Let f  and g be two functions satisfying the conditions of Theorem 
A, such that in I  X H,
l l / ( M )  ~ 9(t ,x)\\  <  a.
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Moreover suppose that g is Lipschitz with constant K  on I  x H. I f  u : I  —► H  is 
an €i-approximated solution of x' = f ( t , x ), and v : I  -¥ H  an €2 -approximated 
solution of x ' =  g(t ,x) ,  then we have for al l t  6 /
PK \ t - t 0\   1
||w(t) - v ( * ) | |  <  |K «o) — w(«o)||cJcl*” *°l +  (a  +  ei +e2) ------- ------ .
Proof. Given that £ is regulated, there exist a sequence {(7 n)neiN} °f step func­
tions converging to £ uniformly, those images are Lipschitz infinitesimal generators. 
Then the solutions x n of the sequence of differential equations (1 ’) belong to S
fn( f ix ) =  7n (0 (a”) fn(Qi%) =  =  x  (1/)
This follows from the fact that S  is closed under composition of its members, and 
Lemma 3.1. Now 7 „ —► £ uniformly, then for all a  > 0 and all t e  [0,T] there 
exists no € IN such that
II f n ( t , x ) -  /(£, x)|| =  ||7n(t)z -  f(*)z|| <  Q for all n > n0.
Then applying Proposition B to xn(t) and x(t) we get: for all e > 0, and for all 
t  € [0,T], choosing n € such that a < -y f z i
PKt — 1 i
Ha:«(£) ~  ®(^)|| <  II^ CO) ~  x n(0)||e t +  (a  -I- ci +  62)— —  <  a — ——  <  e.
Therefore xn(t) converges to x(t) uniformly hence locally uniformly, and since 
Lr (5, U) in closed in the topology of locally uniform convergence we conclude that
x ( t ) e L r(S,U)-
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